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multiple QPs can share a receive queue

cleaning up is a little tricky
Objects:

shared receive queue (SRQ)

post receive
Objects:

address handle (AH)
memory window (MW)
Work processing:
requests from WQs get executed
completions are reported to CQs
mostly things stay in order
Linux & RDMA
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additional address/route resolution steps
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events reported through "channels"

rdma_create_event_channel()

rdma_get_cm_event()

rdma_ack_cm_event()
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active connection steps
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rdma_resolve_addr()

rdma_resolve_route()

rdma_connect()
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passive connection steps
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passive connection steps

rdma_bind_addr()

rdma_listen()

rdma_accept()
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Linux implementation of

RDMA verbs
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Creating QP can be confusing

rdma_create_qp() vs. ibv_create_qp()

all those parameters!
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Posting work requests is tricky too

send opcodes

iWARP doesn't have immed data or atomics

signaled and unsignaled completions
Q and A